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Activation is a fundamentally key step that produces catalytic active sites onto the surface of substrates to initiate and enhance electroless plating of metals such as platinum group metals (e.g. Pd) [1,2]. For good adhesion between the deposited metal and the substrate, the thermal expansion coefficient of the substrate should be similar to that of the metal. For example, in H2 permselective Pd-based membranes, porous stainless steel (PSS) is widely utilized as the substrate or support. In order to reduce membrane cost while still retaining high H2 selectivity and high permeation rate, thin defect-free Pd films are required [3]. However, the density of nucleation sites (seeds) on activated surface determines the minimum thickness, surface coverage, and adhesion properties of the electroless deposited Pd film [4]. Thus, the objective of this research is to study the activation of PSS by introducing Pd nuclei onto the PSS surface through a simple, inexpensive dip coating technique.

The PSS substrates were ultrasonic cleaned in an alkaline bath at 60 °C, then rinsed with tape water followed by rinsing with deionized water and finally ultrasonic cleaned in isopropanol. The cleaned PSS substrates were dip coated in a seed solution of Pd Acetate in chloroform before drying at 55 °C. Reduction was carried out by submersion in ultra-pure water and then adding a suitable reducing agent. Hydrogen gas and sodium hypophosphite reducing agents were used to study their effect on the activation (i.e. seeding). A JEOL JSM 7001F FESEM equipped with an Oxford EDS spectrometer was utilized to study the morphology and elemental composition of the activated PSS substrates at a working distance of about 5 mm.

Fig. 1 shows FESEM results on the activation of PSS supports using different reducing agents and different number of seeding i.e. activation step carried out more than once. When H2 was utilized as the reducing agent, Pd seeds (i.e. Pd nuclei or catalytic sites) were observed as discrete white dots on SEM images even for PSS supports seeded only once as shown in Fig. 1a. The presence of Pd was revealed by Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis (results not shown) or by utilizing SEM Back-Scattered Electron (BSE) imaging. In Fig. 1b, the BSE image indicates the high Z Pd seeds as a white surface against the dark background of low Z Fe support. Fig. 1c-d show the SEM micrographs when sodium hypophosphite was used as the reducing agent. The Pd seeds were not observed on SEM micrographs when the PSS supports were seeded once (Fig. 1c). EDS analysis did not show the presence of Pd on the supports seeded only once. However, when the supports were seeded several times Pd seeds were easily seen on the SEM micrographs and EDS analysis revealed the presence of Pd. In Fig. 1d, Pd seeds appear as a uniform layer on the surface of the PSS support. The surface density of Pd seeds was observed to increase with the increase in the number of seeding. The morphology of the Pd seeds strongly depended on the type of the reducing agent used. A more granular surface morphology was obtained when H2 was used as the reducing agent. To conclude, this research study showed that the type of reducing agent used during the activation step strongly affected the morphology and surface density of the Pd seeds on the PSS supports. H2 resulted in immediate nucleation of discrete Pd seeds while sodium hypophosphite required several seeding steps for Pd seeds to nucleate. Irrespective of the reducing agent used, the Pd seeds surface density increased with the number of seeding.
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Figure 1. SEM micrographs of activated PSS supports: (a) - (b) H$_2$ used as reducing agent, (a) seeded once, (b) BSE image, seeded five times, (c) – (d) Sodium hypophosphite used as reducing agent, (c) seeded once, and (d) seeded seven times.